
High Energy Spectroscopy!
How does one get information about celestial objects "

There are 4 sources of information in astrophysics- image, spectrum, time series 
 and polarization. All of these are derived from observations- one cannot perform  
an experiment  
This can be combined- imaging spectroscopy, or time resolved spectroscopy etc  



3"energy"(wavelength"ranges)"
In"all"energy"ranges"have"con4nuum"process"
The"other"main"source"of"informa4on"is"emission"and"
absorp4on"�lines�"

•  At"1Å"< λ <50µ"�atomic"processes�"dominate"
–  In"xEray"band"most"transi4ons"from"He"or"HElike"ions"(1E2"
electrons)."Also"have"features"from"Fe"L"shells"(3E10"electrons)."
• Also"have"fluorescence"lines""from"all"shells""

•  At" λ >50µ"molecular"processes"(e.g."features"due"to"CO"etc")""
•  At"E>10"keV"nuclear"processes"dominateE"e.g."radioac4ve"decay, β"

capture"etc"""

No#ce&mixed&units&(!)&&&

the most common"
mechanism of line emission"
is from collisionally"
excited radiative decay"
"
Radiative transition rate"
(aka �Einstein A value�) is the 
expected number of spontaneous 
transitions per second/atom from 
one level to another Aij=1/tradiative"





Yield~Z4  important for high Z elements!

3 Ways to Excite Atoms"

3 ways to produce a "
Photon via 'atomic' process"
(an incomplete set) "



•  Generic Atom !

• Copper Atom !

Fluorescence "
•  Following removal of an inner electron by an 

energetic photon by  radiation source, an 
electron from an outer shell drops into its place. 
- "

•  This process can produce x-ray line radiation 
even from totally unionized (cold) atoms"

•   L-        K transition Kα, "
•  M-       K Kβ, M      L Lα etc "

•  Very important in x-ray binaries and AGN  "



Fluorescence Spectroscopy"
•  Strength of lines is α to 

fluorescence yield x abundance"

•  fluorescence yield α to z2  "

For many x-ray spectra Fe is the "
dominant fluorescent line- 
convolution of "
abundance of Fe and yield  "

F. Paerls"

Energy range of  emission lines from different elements"



In x-ray spectra 



Energy Levels"

Gabriel & Jordan (1969): 
!  Density:            R(ne) = Forbidden / Intercombination 
!  Temperature:  G(Te) = (F + I) / Resonance  
 First widely used for solar plasma diagnostics. 
Now: extra-solar objects:  collisional (e.g., stellar coronae),  
photo-ionization (e.g., AGN, X-ray binaries), out-of-equilibrium (e.g., SNR)  

R: resonance line (permitted, w) 
I: Intercombination line (x+y) 
F: Forbidden line (z) 

Ness et al. (2001) 
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Helium-like Atoms: Plasmas excited to x-ray "
emitting temperatures are dominated by He-like"
(2 electron) and H-like (1 electron atoms) "

 lines from He-like"
atoms "

A"LiRle"Bit"About"Atomic"Spectral"Nomenclature""



Lots of lines !"

Absorption of X and γ-ray Photons"

absorption of γ-rays via pair creation, photoelectric effect, 
Compton scattering (photons reduced in energy, not absorbed)."

Lead"

X-ray and γ-rays are very "
penetrating radiation -but"
a 1 keV x-ray is totally 
absorbed by ~0.01gm of 
material (~1022 atms/cm2   )"

In γ-rays pair creation is also important"

Longair 9.1 "





David Atwood UCB Course Ast 210  "



X-ray Absorption"
I=I(0,E)exp(-σn);σ is the cross 

section per atom as a function of 
energy; n is the number of atoms "

For normal materials "
E<100 kev  photoelectric 

absorption dominates  
100 keV<E<1 MeV Thompson 

and Compton scattering 
dominate  

E> 1 MeV (2mec2) pair production 
dominates  

when photoelectric absorption 
dominates there are prominent 
�absorption edges� characteristic 
of the binding energies of 
electrons in specific atoms (or 
ions) "

from 
http://www2.fkf.mpg.de/keimer/lecture/"
Scattering_I/MS_6.pdf"

K shell"

L shell"
M shell"

Gold- Absorption Cross Section vs Energy"

. "
– strong energy dependence of 
absorption coefficient. "
This is the origin of the diminishing 
relative importance of photoelectric 
absorption with increasing energy."
– absolute magnitude of cross 
section depends strongly on Z."

energy of absorption edge is 
characteristic of specific element."
 E.g. for K-edge:EK~(Z(Z-1))13.58 eV 
where Z = nuclear charge"

log Energy (MeV)"



Photo-electric Cross Sections"
•  Notice the strong change 

with energy"
•  these cross sections need 

to be multiplied by the 
total column density in a 
given element which is 
proportional to the 
abundance of that element "

•  the spectra of many X-ray 
sources turn over at about 
1 keV because of 
interstellar photoelectric 
absorption."

•   Because of the steep 
energy dependence of 
τ(E), photoelectric 
absorption is only 
important at energies 
E<10 keV " Fig 9.1 Longair "

Photoelectric Absorption of ISM !
-Multiplied by E3 to 'flatten' the curve  "



y"

X-ray "



Collionsially Ionized Plasma"
•  The fraction of Fe that is in a given ionization state as a 

function of the temperature (red is He-like Fe, blue is H-like 
Fe, magenta is is Ne-like (Fe+16), orange is Ar like,Fe+18)"

•  As gas gets hotter it gets more ionized "

same graph , but now for Oxygen; 100eV=1.17x106k"
(CIE- means gas is in Collisionally Ionized Equilibrium ) "



Plasma Codes"

Understanding a collisional plasma requires a collisional 
plasma model.  Since even a simple model requires 
considering hundreds of lines, and modern codes track 
millions, most people select one of the precalculated codes:"

Code"
Raymond-Smith"
SPEX !
Chianti"
ATOMDB"

Source"
ftp://legacy.gsfc.nasa.gov/software/plasma_codes/raymond"
http://saturn.sron.nl/general/projects/spex"
http://wwwsolar.nrl.navy.mil/chianti.html"
http://cxc.harvard.edu/ATOMDB"

The calculated spectrum is also known as APEC, and the 
atomic database is called APED."

Spectral 

Time 

Chandra Grating Spectrum of Capella "



Ions of Importance"

Fe XVII"

Ne IX"

O VIII"

O VII"

Ne X"

Capella observed with the Chandra HETG"

Collisionally Ionized 
Equilibrium Plasma- 

Capella "
Comparison of Low resolution X-
ray spectra (CCD- see last weeks 
lectures) with a  'high' (R~500) 
resolution grating spectrum "



Physical Processes "
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Cooling Function"
Determines how much energy is radiated 
by a parcel of gas as a function  of 
temperature "

the two panels show different 
elements"
Notice that oxygen dominates 
cooling  at logT~5.5, while Fe 
dominates at log T~6-7 "



•  Theoretical model 
of a collisionally 
ionized plasma 
kT=4 keV with 
solar abundances "

•  The lines are 
'narrow' "

•  Notice dynamic 
range of 104"

•  Lines are from a 
wide variety of 
elements, 
continuum from 
bremsstrahlung "

Photoionized Plasmas"

What happens when an external photon source illuminates the gas?"
"
•  The photons ionize the atoms in the gas."
•  The photoelectrons created in this way collide with ambient 

electrons (mostly) and heat the gas"
•  The gas cools by radiation"
•   The gas temperature adjusts so that the heating and cooling 

balance"

In a photoionized gas  the temperature is not  a  free parameter 
and 

The ionization balance is determined by the shape and strength 
of the radiation field 

R. Smith "



Photoionized Plasmas"

Collisional" Photoionized"

R. Smith"

Neutral <----------->fully stripped 

Ionization fractions of elements in a photoionized gas 



 Plasmas !
R. Smith"

Photoionized " Coronal      CIE"

Dominant ionization " Photoionization"
hν+Z �>Z+1"

Electron impact "
e-+Z ->Z+1"

Examples" Active 
galaxies(AGN)"

 binary stars with  
collapsed companion"

H II regions"

Stellar coronae"
Supernova remnant"
Clusters of galaxies"

Spectral signature" Absorption,bound-
free, bound-bound"

Emission: 
recombination"

Emission lines,   "
 Δn=0,1,2 favored"



Nx= # of Photons"

The Ionization Parameter"

The ionization parameter controls ionization state of a photoionized plasma!



things get complex"

Photoelectric absorption"
 by gas which is not cold"



The EW is essentially how much of 
the continuum it takes to produce 
the flux in the line "

Examples of Emission and Absorption Lines "
•  Mkn509 - section of the x-

ray spectrum"
•  Notice the wide range of 

ionization"



Summary"
•  blackbody : everything hits everything, many times- equilibrium"
•  synchrotron : electrons bend in magnetic fields"
•  bremmstrahlung (free-free) : electrons bend in electric fields"
•  Compton scattering : photons hit electrons"
•  inverse Compton : photons hit energetic electrons"
•  free-bound : electrons hit atoms, get captured"
•  photoionization : photons hit atoms, electrons escape"
•  charge exchange : ions hit neutrals, swap electrons"
•  bound-bound : electrons jump down quantum levels"

Conclusions"
There are relatively few processes that dominate X-ray emission; 
analyzing the observed spectrum from each can reveal the 
underlying parameters.  These processes are:"
"
•  Line emission"

•  Collisional ⇒ temperature, abundance, density, dynamics"
•  Photoionized ⇒ photoionization parameter, abundance, 
density,dynamics"

•  Synchrotron emission ⇒ relativistic electrons, magnetic field"
•  Inverse Compton scattering ⇒ relativistic electrons"
•  Blackbody  ⇒ temperature, size of emitting region / distance2"
•  Absorption ⇒ abundance, density, velocity"

• Γ-ray spectra are continuum dominated with Synchrotron 
emission and Inverse Compton scattering dominating- 
photoelectric absorption is unimportant. "



Next  Lecture"
•  Clusters of galaxies"


